
ART GALLERY

LIGHTING GUIDE



L'ART FITTINGS OVERVIEW

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-WW
PRICE: $149+ GST

GALLERY

WALL WASH

ZOOM MULTI DELUX 1 DELUX 2

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-ZM
PRICE: $390+ GST

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-MLT
PRICE: $650+ GST

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-DL-1
PRICE: $1250+ GST

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-DL-2
PRICE: $1950+ GST



TRACK OVERVIEW

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-TRK-SC
PRICE: $28+ GST p/m
COLOURS: Black or White
OPTIONS: Recessed $55+ GST p/m

SINGLE CIRCUIT

SURFACE MOUNT

3 CIRCUIT

RECESSED  MOUNT

TALL TRACK 

3 CIRCUIT

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-TRK-TC
PRICE: $55+ GST p/m
COLOURS: Black or White
OPTIONS: Recessed $85+ GST p/m

PRODUCT CODE: LW-LA-TRK-TT-TC
PRICE: $125+ GST p/m
COLOURS: Black or White



MEDIUM WALL WASH

Single Circuit Track Adaptor

This means that all the lights will dim
at the same time and turn ON and OFF
within the same circuit.

MEDIUM WALL WASH

LW-LA-MW

90° Tilt 

You can tilt the light up and down
pointing in closer to the object that
you need to illuminate.

CRI 90 

Colour Rendering Index of 90 is the
quality of the LED that is used. This
means the colours of the art work
remain vibrant.

Cast Aluminium, Powder Coated 

The body of the luminaire is a strong
cast aluminum with a matte finish
powder coat.

360° Swivel 

You can swivel the the light 360
degrees giving a full range of motion.

Anti-Glare Reflector 

This helps the light beam angle
distribute and assists with anti glare.

L'ART MEDIUM WALL WASH



ZOOM

Single/Three Circuit

Single circuit track is the standard,
and means that all lights within the
same circuit will turn on, off, and dim at
the same time. Three circuit track is an
added extra, which allows for lights to
be switched on, off, or dimmed
individually.

ZOOM

LW-LA-ZM

90° Tilt/360 Swivel

You can tilt the light up and down
pointing in closer to the object that
you need to illuminate. You can swivel
the light 360° giving a full range of
motion.

CRI 95

The Colour Rendering Index (CRI)
relates to LED quality. A high CRI of 95
means the LED displays artwork
colours as they would appear in
natural daylight.

Honeycomb Glare Control

This additional filter allows you to
soften light before it illuminates
artwork. It also adds a second layer of
anti-glare protection, which can
cause eyestrain for customers.

Cast Aluminium, Powder Coated

The body of the luminaire is a strong
cast aluminum with a matte finish
powder coat.

Wide/Narrow Beam Angle

A simple dial control on the lens
allows the beam angle to be adjusted
from 10 degrees all the way up to 90
degrees. This enables one fixture to
serve as a very narrow spot light,
medium wash or wide wall wash to suit
the artwork size.

Phase Dimming

These lights are dimmed at the wall
via phase dimming, which means that
power in the track is lowered so that
the light output is reduced.

L'ART  ZOOM



MULTI

Single/Three Circuit

Single circuit track is the standard,
and means that all lights within the
same circuit will turn on, off, and dim at
the same time. Three circuit track is an
added extra, which allows for lights to
be switched on, off, or dimmed
individually.

MULTI

LW-LA-MLT

90° Tilt/360 Swivel

You can tilt the light up and down
pointing in closer to the object that you
need to illuminate. You can swivel the
light 360° giving a full range of motion.

CRI 95

The Colour Rendering Index (CRI) relates
to LED quality. A high CRI of 95 means
the LED displays artwork colours as
they would appear in natural daylight.

Cast Aluminium, Powder Coated

The body of the luminaire is a strong
cast aluminum with a matte finish
powder coat.

6 Changeable Filters

The honeycomb filter reduces glare
and gives a very wide and high wall
wash (up to 2.8 meters wide and 2.8
meters high). Other lenses include a
narrow spot, small square, large square,
wide line, and medium wash, which are
all easy to click and out in seconds.

1-10V Onboard Dimming

Onboard dimming is manually
controlled on the back of the light
fitting. It allows individual dimming
from 0-100% of each luminaire,
meaning you can choose a unique
light level for each piece of artwork
creating a layered lighting scheme.
This dimming method can’t be used
on the same track as phased dimming
fittings.

L'ART MULTI



DELUXE 1

Single/Three Circuit:

Single circuit track is the standard,
and means that all lights within the
same circuit will turn on, off, and dim at
the same time. Three circuit track is an
added extra, which allows for lights to
be switched on and off.

DELUXE 1

LW-LA-DL-1

90° Tilt/360 Swivel

You can tilt the light up and down
pointing in closer to the object that
you need to illuminate. You can swivel
the light 360° giving a full range of
motion.

CRI 95

The Colour Rendering Index (CRI)
relates to LED quality. A high CRI of 95
means the LED displays artwork
colours as they would appear in
natural daylight.

Sharpen/Soften

This button allows you to sharpen the
edge of the framed light or soften the
degree of faded/soft edges.

Cast Aluminium, Powder Coated

The body of the luminaire is a strong
cast aluminum with a matte finish
powder coat.

Beam Shaper

Frame the art so it appears the
artworks are back lit. Frame as small
as 10 x 10cm and upto 300 x 175cm
artworks from just one light fitting.

Filters/Wall Wash

With the option to remove the framer
you can use one of many filters to
create narrow spots, wide beams,
vertical, horizontal, honeycomb filters
and wall wash light effects.

L'ART DELUXE 1



DELUXE 2

Single/Three Circuit

Single circuit track is the standard,
and means that all lights within the
same circuit will turn on, off, and dim at
the same time. Three circuit track is an
added extra, which allows for lights to
be switched on, off, or dimmed
individually.

DELUXE 2

LW-LA-DL-2

90° Tilt/360 Swivel

You can tilt the light up and down
pointing in closer to the object that
you need to illuminate. You can swivel
the light 360° giving a full range of
motion.

CRI 95

The Colour Rendering Index (CRI)
relates to LED quality. A high CRI of 95
means the LED displays artwork
colours as they would appear in natural
daylight.

Sharpen/Soften

This button allows you to sharpen the
edge of the framed light or soften the
degree of faded/soft edges.

Cast Aluminium, Powder Coated

The body of the luminaire is a strong
cast aluminum with a matte finish
powder coat.

Logo/Colour Lenses

These lenses will project that colour
onto your object and are available in a
range of colours. You can also create a
custom filter which will project your
logo onto walls.

Beam Shaper

Frame the art so it appears the
artworks are back lit. Frame as small
as 10 x 10cm and up to 300 x 175cm
artworks from just one light fitting.

L'ART DELUXE 2

1-10V Onboard Dimming

Onboard dimming is manually
controlled on the back of the light
fitting. It allows individual dimming from
0-100% of each luminaire, meaning you
can choose a unique light level for
each piece of artwork creating a
layered lighting scheme. This dimming
method can’t be used on the same
track as phased dimming fittings.
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ART GALLERY

LIGHTING GUIDE

Lighting is one of the most crucial components of an art gallery. That is
because lighting can have a dramatic impact on the appearance of the artwork.

It is also very important to make sure you choose the right installation for the
kind of artwork you are displaying. Lights with a high CRI make all the difference
– without these, it is difficult to be sure that the colors in the artwork are
accurately represented.

For gallery owners looking to illuminate their artworks in the best possible light,
our product range offers maximum flexibility. We go the extra mile to ensure our
customers get all the information they need about gallery lighting; that
includes everything from mounting methods to the dimming options best
suited to your gallery.

Fortunately, art gallery lighting installation guidelines are not too complex. You
simply need a track light or light fitting, around 3 foot 3 inches (one metre) of track
and a suspension kit for every 3 foot 3 inches of wall space to be lit. However, this
does depend on the kind of ceiling you have, and its height.

It is likely that some more technical information will be needed if your setup is to
be optimized. That is because the perfect lighting will be different for various
types of artwork on display. This also applies to the kind of atmosphere you want
to create.

The following aspects should be considered so you can make the right lighting
choice:

Which artwork will you display? For example: illustrations, canvas,
glass, or oils.

Which colors are present in the artwork? Is it mainly white, or
black?

What size is the artwork you are displaying?

How high is your ceiling and is it open, closed or made of plaster?

Do you need individual controls for your dimming, or another
kind?

It helps to have a think about these aspects before you contact us, so we can be
ready with the right ideas for your gallery. We can then get straight to work on
your project! We pride ourselves on surpassing our clients’ expectations, and
always aim to bring galleries to life as quickly as possible.



L'ART  GALLERY LIGHTING GUIDE

In order to do the artwork justice, it is necessary to choose the right kind of track
lighting to complement each piece. There is actually a lot to consider when
choosing lighting for your gallery.

You will need to take into account the effects of wall art lights on your paintings if
you wish to optimize their appearance. The effects can vary, depending on the
materials used to create the art; there will be variations due to the colors used, as
well as the tone, shape and size of the paintings.

We have a selection of spotlights and will be happy to help you choose the right
ones for your gallery. Our range starts with entry-level lights and extends to
superior, high-end quality lighting – there is something for every gallery.

One thing we absolutely guarantee is premium quality. Every lighting
system we have is designed to bring out the best in your artwork. That
is why we are a leading supplier of lighting for a diverse range of
galleries, catering for all styles of art
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CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

Depending on your ceiling height, you will have the choice of a few different
mounting methods. As art galleries can vary so much in size and shape, it is
necessary to examine these factors to determine the right lighting configuration.
This decision is also affected by the location of your artwork in the room. For
instance, there may be art on the walls as well as in the centre of the space.

One of the best things about track lighting is that it is so versatile. Users are able
to create customized layouts for whichever kind of space they are working with.
They can specify exactly how the light should be distributed, focusing it in various
different directions.

You can opt for installation of suspension mounted tracks, or you might need
surface mounted tracks. Gallery lighting works best when positioned at a height of
9 foot 2 inches to 9 foot 10 inches (2.8 to 3 metres).



MOUNTING METHODS

SURFACE MOUNTED SUSPENSION MOUNTED RECESSED MOUNTED

9 foot 2 inches - 9 foot 10 inches ( 2.8 to 3 metres )

If your ceiling height is between 9 foot 2 inches and 9 foot 10 inches (2.8 to 3
metres), it is wisest to go for surface mounted tracks. The process is
uncomplicated: the track will be screwed into whichever ceiling material is
present, whether that is concrete, plasterboard or any of the other common
materials.

9 foot 10 inches - 19 foot 6 inches ( 3 to 6 metres )

For ceilings that are 9 foot 10 inches to 19 foot 6 inches (3 to 6 metres) in
height, a suspension mounted track is the best possible option. This allows
you to hang the track from your ceiling. We recommend hanging it at a height
of between 9 foot 2 inches and 9 foot 10 inches (2.8 to 3 metres), so that the
lighting will sit at the optimal distance from the artwork.

9 foot 2 inches - 9 foot 10 inches ( 2.8 to 3 metres )

Recessed track is set into the ceiling, sitting flush with the surface for an
aesthetically sleek appearance. Unlike surface mounted track which is fixed
to the ceiling, recessed track requires you to cut into the ceiling material.
This makes it unsuitable for concrete or surfaces which aren’t drywall.

L'ART GALLERY MOUNTING METHODS



COLOR TEMPERATURES

COLOR RENDERING INDEX (CRI)

To give some perspective on CRI, natural daylight has a CRI of 100%. This means that color is
represented in its truest form. Obviously when lighting is artificial, the CRI can’t reach 100%.
However, it is still possible to achieve a very high CRI when illuminating objects inside a gallery,
thanks to high-quality products like those at l'art lighting. Our lighting systems have the highest
CRI you can find, so the colors in your artwork will be almost as true as they would be in natural
daylight.

COOLER WHITESWARM WHITE

4000K – 5500K

Cooler colour temperatures such as 4000K are less inviting
and mood building in an art gallery or museum space. A
4000K light or even 5500K light can sometimes be popular
with photographers inspecting photos they’ve developed, or
even prints or artworks that are only in black and white.

3000K

Warm white lighting is the preferred and by far the most
popular option in art galleries around the world. In fact, 98%
of our customers opt for warm white lighting as it creates an
inviting ambience as someone drifts through a gallery
space. Our warm white lighting is designed to complement
artworks rather than change them.

A CRI of 80 works well in establishments such
as supermarkets and retail shops, but it does
not allow for authentic vibrancy in colors. As
this is all-important in an art gallery, we
usually recommend that you opt for
something higher.

As a CRI of 95 is so close to natural daylight,
you can expect true vibrancy in your colors.
Our technologies have been carefully
designed to achieve this high CRI, which is
why they bring artwork to life in a very real
way.

CRI 95 CRI 80



DIMMING OPTIONS

Another important aspect of a properly lit gallery is dimming. As there are plenty
of dimming options available, you will need to decide on the correct technology
for your space according to the following factors:

Your lighting configuration

The characteristics of your space

The way you intend to use your space

It is possible that you will need to frequently adapt your lighting to optimize the
different displays in your gallery. Every piece of artwork is different, so it is
necessary to ensure the lighting is both timely and static.

Below you can find the most common dimming methods:

DALI & C-BUS
DIMMING SYSTEM

WIFI DIMMING

TRADITIONAL MANUAL
WALL DIMMING ON-BOARD DIMMING

The DALI & C-Bus Dimming System is a
flexible option that is often installed in
bigger galleries; Australia’s national
galleries installed it between 1988 and
2012. This operates through a
centralized computer system and has
an on and off function; you can control
color change between cool and warm
whites of between 3000K and 6000K, as
well as group control dimming. Please
bear in mind that this system is
expensive to buy and install, plus it can
take a lot of time to program the
function of each light.

WiFi dimming is the newest and most
advanced technology in lighting
system control. It is very simple to set
up, and your light fittings are
connected to your central WiFi network.
You will be able to control the lighting
through a smartphone or tablet app,
and it is a more economical option than
other dimming methods.

Traditional manual wall dimming gives
you control over your lighting levels via
a wall dimmer. With a single-circuit
system, you are able to synchronize
the dimming of all your lights. If you
have a three-circuit system, you will be
able to control more than three
separate groups of lights.

 On-board dimming means that you can
manually dim the lighting via a knob on
the light fitting. It is possible to get a
light fitting that has a small on-board
dimmer.

L'ART  GALLERY DIMMING OPTIONS



WAYNE SORENSEN GALLERY

Photographer

WAYNE SORENSEN

Wayne Sorensen is a landscape and wildlife photographer
dedicated to capturing fine art images from around the
world. A classically trained fine artist, his work is often
described as painterly, which is testimony to his unique
artistic approach to creating the perfect image.

His photos aim to transport the viewer into that world and
give them a sense of what it was like to be there. Often it’s
a world that few could witness at that moment in time. His
passion for new discoveries takes him around the world,
searching for subjects that take you beyond the postcard.

ABOUT 

THE PROJECT

SPOTLIGHT WITH AN ARTIST

But ultimately it’s camera craft, not
photoshop, that defines his images.
Whether it’s emphasising movement with
slower shutter speeds, maximising lighting
conditions by being in the right place at the
right time, Wayne continually pushes the
boundaries of the medium to create images
that are both documentary and artistic, all
at the same time.

The opening of his gallery on the Gold
Coast has been the fulfilment of a life-
long dream, a place where he can share
his images with people in a format where
they can be fully appreciated in large
format.

Wayne is a past winner of the International
Aperture Awards (landscape) and was
recently a finalist in the international 2020
Bird Photographer of the Year. He was also a
two-time finalist in the 2020 Australian
Geographic Nature Photographer of the
Year, where his works were part of an
ongoing exhibition at the South Australia
Museum and the Australia Museum in
Sydney.

“In a world dominated by social media
and viewing photos on smart phones,
there is simply no comparison to
actually standing in front of a large print
and being drawn into that world.

That, and the fact that my images could
have some impact on creating a better
understanding of the natural world, is
something I am enormously proud of.
Which ultimately are the driving forces
behind my passion for exploring and
seeking new subjects.” Wayne Sorensen



CONSULTATION FOR YOUR ART GALLERY

L'ART  GALLERY LIGHTING GUIDE

We’ve given advice to thousands of artists and galleries from all around the globe. We’d be happy to
help guide you on the lighting to choose, how to install it and the cost for supply of the recommended
lighting scheme.

As it’s not always possible to visit in person, we can give a consultation over the phone or by email. To
get started, send us an email with the following information:

Send everything through to info@ledworld.com.au along with your name and contact
telephone number so we can get back to you. 
Ph: 02) 8091 2950

How many metres/feet of wall space will you cover with art?

What’s the ceiling height?

Are you illuminating painting on canvas, or photos behind glass?

Do you have a floor plan for the space? Please include if you can

Please send us any photos you have of the space




